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THIE THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF SURROUNDING GAS PRESSURE
INFLUENCE ON THE SPT PLASMA JET PARAMETERS

Bishaev A.M.*, Kalashnikov V.K.*. Kim V.P *. Shavykina A.V.*

SABSTRACT
The investigation of the plasma jet, exhausted to the space, surrounding the thruster is one

of the problem , the urgency of which is growing up significantly in our days. The main difficulty
arising at jet problem solution in the neutral rarefied jet is that the density in the jet is changing
greatly, i.e from the continuum to the kinetic terming regime. Nowadays the methods of such

problems solution usmg the statistic simulation method and direct method of kinetic equations
solution are started to be developed. From this point of view the problem of SPT plasma jet
investigation is easier because of low density level So, the length of all free paths in this jet is
greatly larger than the characteristic size and therefore the motion is of kinetic type. At the
previous conference the results of numerical simulation, based on the kinetic model, which has
been created by the authors of this article, were presented [1]. This kinetic model described such
well known phenomena as "crossover" and back ions' flows. At the same time it was impossible to
make the detailed comparison with the experiment, because the experimental measurements had
been done at the distances are greatly lager than the calculational ones). The following developed
model permits to obtain the kinetic equations solution at the distances, which correspond to the
experimental conditions and to investigating the influence of the chamber pressure on the plasma
jet parameters.

INTRODUCTION

The results of numerical analysis, obtained with the help of developed kinetic model [2.3].
considering the resonance recharging processes clarifying the residual gas pressure influence on
the SPT plasma jet parameters, are presented in this report. The calculations were fulfilled using
Pentium-90 computer and allow to make more detailed comparison of calculated and experimental
results. In the experiment the ion current density distribution at different distances from the
thruster was measured. It is necessary to point out, that there are the objective difficulties for such
concrete comparison because some parameters input are not measured during the experiment. But
inspite of the facts, mentioned above, one can see that for further investigation of the processes.
which are taking place in the SPT jets, the developed methodology is to be useful.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

For ion and neutral plasma components description, we introduced the functions of

distribution f r, z, ), g( r,z,), where r. z - the cylindrical coordinates of the physical space,

S= (i), i E r,z, Qp. v = v(v ) - ions' and neutrals' velocities respectively. Functionsf and g
satisfy the kinetic equations system, obtained in [2], which has the following nondimentional form.
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f4,f',gM,gn - Maxwell functions, simulating the integrals of back collisions, and

Sii, in,U m U nn- the respective collisions frequencies. All these functions can be defined using

the macroparameters {n,i,T)' and {n.,lT}n ( the corresponding formula is given in [2]),
which are densities, ions' and neutrals' macroscopical velocities and temperature respectively.

They are defined using distribution function f (r. .) and g(r,z, V) and formulas:
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In (1)2) there are values Kn., sei, n;.-=i, n. B. Bl. These values are the nondimentional
parameters, on which the solution of this problem depends on. Kni, is the Knudzen number, which
is defined by the following way :
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where'ii, a ~ , at-- the ion-ion and ion-neutral collisions cross sections respectively, R - the
acceleration channel external ring radius, noi. no - the characteristic densities for ions' and
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neutrals'. exhausting from the accelerator. Values Eo. Toi. Toe ( in B. B I are the discharge
voltage multiplied by the ion charge and ions' and electrons' characteristic temperatures. In order
to finish the mathematical problem setting, it is necessary to introduce the boundary conditions
into system (1). For geometry. showed in the Fig. 1, they are as follows:
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The distributions no(r), nO(r), Uro(r) are to be given. Analogously, for exhausting neutrals
function of distribution we have:
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Distributions nn(r) and Uin(r) are to be given. To. - the neutrals' characteristic temperature,

Tw - the acceleration walls' surface temperature. The value nw is defined from the particles' flow
balance at the solid surface and can be obtained from the following formula:
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Under q = r + z2 it is assumed, that there are no ions. so f0, under q-+4a and . > 0. Here

3n - ion's velocity projection to the normal, directed inside the jet For the neutrals it is assumed

to be rest far from the source and to have the temperature Tw (see [1.3]). Then under q--oo we
have:

f = 0. > B 3 /2exp -B 3 V,} V >0 (5)

f=0 <n 0 -jr'
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2 = -. where n,, - the neutral gas density far from the source. As it is known n, is defined as
noP« I

n, =P , where P. - the neutral gas pressure at the infinity. From this one can see, that
kTw

pressure influence is determined by the value 92 influence on the plasma jet parameters. Besides
boundary conditions, mentioned above, there are some conditions for axisymmetrical problems
under r-0:

/(r.z,-r,,.,) =f(r,Z. r.z. ) (6)
g(r,z.-Vr,V,, V) =f(rz.VV,V,).V)

THE RESULTS OF NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND THEIR COMPARISON WITH THE
EXPERIMENTAL ONES.

The system (1)-(4) with boundary conditions (3)-6) has been solved by method, described
in [3] and partially in [1]. The obtained solution permits to investigate the distribution of any
interesting jet parameter at the distance of 20-30 calibers from the thruster's exit. In the Fig. 2 one
can see the lines of equal ions' density, obtained under two different pressures of the neutral gas at
the infinity. It is possible to see, that the jet core in the zone, where ions' density is changing from
0,5 up to 2, becomes more narrow if the pressure of surrounding gas increases. But the peripheral
jet part (ie the flow part, where the density is changed up to 0,05) is expanding, if the gas pressure
is increasing. It can be explained by the resonance recharging, having great influenced on the jet
peripheral part. Naturally, if the pressure is increased, the resonance recharging phenomenon
becomes greater. The ion streamlines shown in the Fig.3 are verifying this fact One can see that
back ions' flow area is expanding to the most jet part if the pressure is increasing

To compare the ion current density distribution with the results of the numerical
simulation it is necessary to coordinate the experiment conditions with parameters on which the
problem's solution depends. In this case such agreement has been performed by the following
way: from the experiment the discharge voltage value Uo and the ion current distribution Io ( r )
and Iro ( r ) around the thruster exit cross section are known. These values define the

macrovelocities of the directed ions' motionS, = I- o. Eo=eUo. emi, - respectively ions'
V m,

charge and mass. According to Io ( r ) distribution it is possible to obtain the average value of the

current density 10 and characteristic valuen = I . The value of no permits to define the
eo

Knudzen number Knii and Kn. if ions' and neutrals' characteristic temperatures Toi and To
are known. The nondimentional values no ( r), uo ( r) , uo ( r ) which are in (3), are defined
so that values o ( r-) and , ( r ) calculated with the help of function of distribution (3)
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coincide with the experimental data. In this case nn ( r ) is free and is given by the follo\\,in
:'unction:

n(r)= - 0 (r -- 1)
(I - Y)2

The characteristic values of the neutrals' density no was determined. setting the neutrals' flow
share from ions' flow. This value was varying from 0,1 up to 0,3. All parameters, determining the
neutrals' distribution function, and exhausted ions' temperature were assumed as constant for the
whole output cross section. The neutral gas pressure at the infinity, which determines the 02 value.
has been chosen to be equal to that value, under which the experiment had been done.

From the facts, mentioned above, one can see that a lot of parameters, on which the
problem solution depends, is not measured under the experimental conditions. The Knudzen's
numbers Kne, corresponding to the real SPT jet conditions are rather more than 20. So, the
neutral gas parameters don't impact significantly on the ion current density. But such parameters as
no ( r) and Bi are very important but they had not been determined during the experiment. In the
Fig.4,5 the angular distributions of the ion current density at the axis of symmetry on surrounding
gas pressure is shown. The last curves have been obtained at the different distances and they are
compared with the experimental data, which had been presented in [4].

The calculation results depend greatly on B 1. At Bi=30, the calculated and experimental
curves have acceptable agreement. At B1=100 the theoretical and experimental results have the
difference of more than two times.

In particular, it is possible to chose BI so that the theoretical and experimental results
would coincide. Using such method it would be possible to obtain the ions' temperature at the
exit. Comparing the angular ion flow density distribution . it is possible to see, that under B =30
there is bad qualitative agreement between theoretical and experimental data. It is difficult to tell
anything about the numerical agreement, because the experimental data has great difference.

In the Fig.6 the lines of equal density for the neutral component are given. It is necessary to
point out, that in the zone, where ions' density is the greatest, the neutrals' density is the lowest.

U CONCLUSIONS

The kinetic model, developed before, permits to investigate the surrounding gas pressure
influence on the plasma jet parameters. The calculations, performed at the regimes, mentioned in
this paper allow to have the reasonable comparison between theoretical and experimental data. It
was shown that it's possible to choose the level ion temperature giving acceptable correspondence
between theory and experiment It. was shown also that developed model allows to determine not
only ion's component parameters, but and neutrals' too, which has interesting peculiarities.
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